Arizona–Dallas Hammit

**Topic Suggestions:**

California–Karla Sutliff

**Topic Suggestions:**
- Project Delivery Performance Measures. What are the primary measures used for measuring how well the DOT is performing in delivering projects?
- Do any States have "shovel ready" projects on the shelf ready to go if new funding is identified? If so, what mechanism was used to program/fund the support and r/w to deliver the projects to shelf?
- Should AASHTO have a "Project Management" sub-committee?

Georgia–Meg Pirkle

**Topic Suggestions:**
- I’d like to hear from states who have taken on NEPA delegation, how is it going so far? Any lessons learned for those of us considering taking on that responsibility?

Maine–Joyce Taylor

**Topic Suggestions:**
- MASH Implementation

Minnesota–Susan Mulvihill

**Topic Suggestions:**
- DBEs – best practices and implementation
- Recruitment and retention – workplaces of choice

Mississippi–McConnell, Mark

**Topic Suggestions:**
- How is everyone handling Outdoor Advertising on the Enhanced NHS (City/County maintained routes)? Issues are poor records by City, No inventory of existing signs, non-conformity and illegal signs, will all existing signs be grandfathered, etc.

Nevada–John Terry

**Topic Suggestions:**
- Update on NCHRP 350 to MASH implementation
- Impacts of EPA “Waters of the US” rulemaking

North Carolina–Michael Holder

**Topic Suggestions:**
- Use of MEPDG Pavement Design, Calibration Factors for Aggregate Base Course
- Contract Bid Adjustments for Increasing Competition Among Concrete and Asphalt Pavement Designs
Ohio—James Barna

**Topic Suggestions:**
- NAICS Codes
- Small Business Program

Pennsylvania—Scott Christie

**Topic Suggestions:**
- Update on ADA – ADAG vs PROWAG
- Update on AMTRAK by FHWA
- Update on ET guiderail end-treatments

Texas—William Hale

**Topic Suggestions:**
- It's important to measure the quality of our operations. How do other states measure quality of project development activities?
- What are state DOT best practices for managing contractor timeliness?
- What are state DOT best practices for managing utility adjustments in a timely manner?

Utah—Randy Park

**Topic Suggestions:**
- What challenges are states having in implementing 3D Design and Construction.

Vermont—Richard Tetreault

**Topic Suggestions:**
- Working Your DOT’s Strategic Management Plan

West Virginia—Gregory Bailey

**Topic Suggestions:**
- How do you ensure enforcement of Bridge Weight Formula on DOT/DOH construction projects on Interstate. Specifically, items such as millings that are normally not issued weigh tickets at the time the truck is loaded. As a follow-up, how do you ensure enforcement of the bridge weight formula on non-interstate projects that use the interstate for transport.

Wisconsin—Joseph Olson

**Topic Suggestions:**
- Asbestos in concrete structures – EPA inspection requirements. How are States handling?
- With limited dollars available for construction, are States allowing for more traffic disruption to stretch dollars? More full closures, less night work?
- Meeting MAP-21 Asset Management requirements